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THE ROLE OF WATER INSOME CHADIC TALES
Eleonore ADWIRAAH
University of Frankfurt

In the following paper the function of water in a collection of Chadic tales
will be analysed. The narratives were collected by H. Jungraithmayr between
1971 and 1978 in the Gera district of the Republic of Chad. The occurence of
water w
ill be examined in41 Mokilko tales which have been the base aoflarger
research project on oral literature in three Chadic languages (Mokilko, Migama
and Sumray) at the Professur Gr Afrikanische Sprachwissenschaften, Universiut
Frankfùrt, fiom February1989 to January1993, f i n a n d bytheDeutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft.
For this purpose every incidence was marked where water occurs in these
tales either in the form of a drink, or as a river, a pool, a well or the sea, or as
rainfall. It tumed out that there areonly 9 tales in the whole collection where no
water is mentioned at all, out of which 5 have "fire" as an essential motive. But
though water is mentioned in most of the tales, in onlytwo tales it is part of the
main theme:
1. the tale about thetwo hunters Who are looking for water (see for an analysis:
ADWIRAAH 1991),
2. the tale about the girl Who falls into the water and changes into a fish (see
JUNGRAITHMAYR
1981:
93-97).
.
In al1 other tales water is only a narrative element of stable but secondary
importance.
The motives in which water occurs can be grouped as follows, according to
their number of occurence:
1.
to drink water or to offer water to a person,
2.
to givewater to an animal,
3.
to goandfetchwater,
4.
to reach a water place, a river or a well (on the way),
5.
to meet a strange, supernatural being near the water place,
6.
to wash or soaksomethingorsomeone,
7. rainfall(causedby God),
8.
to fall or to be pushed into the water,
9.
to bekilled at the water place,
10. to need (hot) water after someone has given birth,
11. to change into rain and whirlwindin order to flee.

On which levels of interprebtion do these motives appear? On the one hmdy
as water is an essential elememt of every &y human life it is part of the real
enkoment where the action of a given tale talces place, for e m p l e :

world ofthe tale. The water place is the place where miracles happen, where man
m& the supemabral and where danger is waiting:

to dupe his opponent:

-

The lion who h a been tpicked by the squirrel falh into the well when tqhg to
elrin%c (T 16).
On a visit the h u e is sent back to the river to fetch sand while the hyena
ef-iraks dl the beeroffered to them by his in-laws (T 7).
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The squirrel pretends to have fallen into the pool in orderto wash his bottle
secretly while hyena misses the chance to wash his, so the milk in it spoils
(T 8).
The squirrel and God bet: God cannot fil1 his vessel with water. God sends
heavy rain, but the vessel cannot be filled because ita sieve
is (T 11).
The raven allows the squirrel to fly to the sky on his back, when they have
arrived he lets him fall into the sea(T 10).
The liar makes the villagers believe that he received a herd of cattle fromthe
(T 32).
bottom of the sea,
now they al1jump into the water and are drowned
By pouring out water for his father
Who has allegedly given birth,the squirrel
reveals the lion's injustice(T 5).
Though 1differentiat4 the three levels (real life, supernatural occurenees and
trickery) in orderto demonstrate the role of water in the narratives, the examples
show that within the world of the tale these three aspects are inseparable. The
setting of the tale is within the natural environment and real social life of the
people, but human beings, supernatural beings and animals interact. It
is this
phantasticandoftenhumorouscharacterofthetalerather
than its realistic
elements that attract the attention of the audience.
H. Jungraithmayr's
Finally after this survey of the occurence of water in
collection of Mokilko tales we shall analyse onetale whose theme is centered on
water: The story of the girl Jintalma Who is thrown into the water and changes
into a speaking fish (T 41). It was told by Ayya,a Young woman about 25 years
of age in N'Djamena (see JUNGRAlTHMAn 1981:250). Here too, the phantastic
aspect is predominant, a complete metamorphosis from human being to animal
takes place when the girlis surrounded by water. Itcm only be revised whenthe
same conditions exist. The fish has
to be put into several vessels filled with water
before it changes into a girl again.
Let me first give a short summary of the tale:
The very beautiful girl Jintalma,Who attracts many suitors, is asked by
her girlfriends, Who have no suitors,to go swimming with them. After several
excuses - she always argues that she
has some work to be done for her mother
- she cannot help but accompany her friends. At the water she is alone and
obviously isolated from the other girls, as the narrator explains (T 41, S. no.
19): "They went there and
as they were swimming, swimming, swimming,
swimming and swimming, she was the only one without a sister". The girls
envy her and push her into the water, there she is drowned, but she does not
die and changes into a fish. When her father comes there
to catch fish she
jumps into his net and calls him in a Song: "My father take me carefully! 1
was in the water, 1 am Jintalma." But her father does not recognize her, he
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leaves the normal environment (which she shares with others) and lives in another
a fish in the wafer". There
element (symbolized by the water) where she fits "like
in her
nobody can reach her unless she herself is looking for contact (she jumps
father's net). Even her parentsWho seem to be very realistic people (they do not
accept that a fish can speak and Who would?) are excluded fiom her inner
experience. But the girl's p&l isolation (she is cut into pieces) does not
last
forever, it is only a transitional stage. Finally she finds people to help her, her
brotherandhergrandmother.Thegrandmotheracceptsherdifferenceof
character (she puts her back into the water) and gradually (from one potto the
other) helps her to get adopted to the normal world, where h l l y she appears
more mature and beautiful than before, so that the father (a symbolic figure for
all men) fdls in love with her. But after she has overcome her isolation she is
able to articulate her problem and reproach those Who did not mind her before
(beat the father). She is now accepted and loved by her family, a symbol of the
Society.
Waterin this talesymbolizes as explainedabove a conditionofinner
isolation, it is an element of transition. The analysis of the story about the girl
Who falls intothe water and changes intoa fish showsthat in orderto understand
the occurenceof water under phantastic circumstances in tales one must attempt
a symbolic interpretation.

-
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